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EXPLORE THE DEPTHS OF WILDLIFE & INNOVATIVE FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT AT SIX
FLAGS MARINE WORLD
"Ocean Discovery" & New Animal Shows Highlight
Six Flags Marine World's 2005 Season
Six Flags Marine World, Northern California's premier entertainment facility featuring 140 acres of a
roaring good time, starts its 2005 season at 10 a.m. on Saturday, March 12.
Six Flags Marine World brings people and animals closer than ever before in building an
awareness and appreciation for the world's most imperiled wildlife. Later this spring, visitors will be
given a rare encounter with dolphins, stingrays, and warm-weathered penguins at Ocean
Discovery. This 2-acre, tropical paradise is Northern California's only touch and feeding experience
with playful Atlantic bottlenose dolphins.
Other Park attractions include a new theme and new animals, for one of the Park's beloved
productions - the Sea Lion Show - slated to debut later this spring. The humorous and entertaining
performance will provide a combination of sea lions and river otters as they demonstrate an array
of animal acrobatics and other surprises. Park guests also will be enchanted by the performance of
a 2-ton killer whale in the incredibly popular Shouka "Splashtime" Show and three adorable tiger
cubs in Tiger Island Splash Attack.
America's first combination wildlife park, oceanarium and theme park will be open on weekends in
the spring and fall, and open daily over Spring Break (March 19 - April 3) and during the summer
(May 30 - Aug. 28). Six Flags Marine World consists of an impressive list of playtime gear including
35 rides that range from world-class roller coasters to family-friendly rides, nine sensational shows
and more than 35 animal attractions.
For more information on the upcoming season at Six Flags Marine World contact the Public
Relations Department at 707-556-5227 or visit
www.sixflags.com/parks/marineworld

